OCEAN

Mobility

Siphon Propulsion - high speed

Eight arms allow for fine motor movement,
but what about quick escapes?

Swimming - normal speed

What two tricks allow octopi to become
nearly invisible to predators and prey?
Walking - low speed

Defense
How can a 600 pound octopus crawl
through a hole the size of a quarter?

Chromatophore

Controls browns yellows and blacks

Iridophore

Controls iridescent colors

Leucophore

Controls the amount of reflected light (brightness)

OCTOPUS

Their 3D camouflaging skin allows them to change both COLOR
Shapes form

Lifts skin vertically

Pulls skin flat
and TEXTURE to become nearly invisible

Mobility

MUSCULAR HYDROSTAT
Octopi have no bones,
allowing them to squeeze
through narrow gaps to
reach into other
spaces.

OCEAN

Efficiency
MALE

How do female sharks master the art of
reproduction?

FEMALE

offspring can be male or female

SEXUAL REPRODUCTION
(Sperm & Egg)
NO MALE

How do sharks track down prey, even when
they can’t see them?

FEMALE

offspring can only be female

PARTHENOGENESIS
(Virgin Birth of Clone)

Sensing
How can a 1,000 pound shark keep up
with agile fish and squid?

HAMMERHEAD
SHARK

Electroreceptors
Sensors in the pores on the
shark's nose allow them to
sense hidden prey.

Mobility

Denticles on the surface of the shark’s skin create
tiny vortices which reduce drag with the water

JUNGLE

Efficiency

With no insects for fuel in the winter, how do
bats survive?

How do bat ears tune in to sounds so well
that they can virtually see in the dark?

Bats deactivate non-essential body functions to survive the cold
winter months when there aren’t many insects out

Sensing
How might vampire bats support others in
need, in their own speciel way?

VA M P I R E B AT

Bats change the shape of their ears to tune
specific sounds in and out.

Cooperation

Healthy

Hungry

Vampire bats who are healthy and full will give
blood to sick or hungry bats in the colony

JUNGLE

Sensing

Elephants have massive ears, but did you
know they can hear even further with
another body part?

What enables an Elephant’s nose to be truly
all-purpose?

Soundwaves from the ground travel through bones into the skull

Mobility
In nature, selfishness has its merits, but how
do elephants benefit from selflessness?

The elephant's trunk is made up of 40,000
muscles, compared to the human's 650!

ELEPHANT

Elephant trunks have no bones, allowing for
incredible flexibility and versatility.

Cooperation
Elephants dig watering holes
and share them with
Olive Babboons who in return
keep watch for predators

URBAN

How much problem solving is a bird brain
capable of?

Efficiency

A lot. When nuts are too hard for crows,

they learn to let
heavy vehicles do the
work for them.
What feature makes bird bones
flight-ready?

Mobility
How might a 3 pound crow eat a 200
pound deer?

Small cavities reduce mass making it easy
to lift off and fly for long durations

AMERICAN
CROW

BIRD BONE

Cooperation
#Q$@!!

When a crow’s beak cannot break through

the crow alerts a predator with sharp teeth

URBAN

Efficiency
Removed by
thermocouple

How can these small insects work so hard
even in the blistering heat?

Heat from Body

Yellow jackets fly as far as 6 km from their
nests. How do they find their way back?

The Yellow Jacket dissipates heat through
miniturized thermocouples in its cuticle (skin)

Sensing
N

What makes many wasps want to take up
residence together?
W

E

YELLOW
JACKET

S

Wasps can see polarized light, allowing
them to navigate home from long distances.

Cooperation
GUARD NEST
SEARCH FOR
FOOD

FEED YOUNG
QUEEN

Yellow jackets specialize and divide work in
order to improve their communal success.

